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Abstract:  One  of  the  challenges  of  distance  learning  is  that  lecturers  have  no  opportunity  to
directly observe students working with the learning materials. This makes it difficult for lecturers to
evaluate the quality of the learning materials. In this paper an approach, based on automatically
collected  interactions,  of  students  with  the  learning  materials,  is  proposed  to  cope  with  this
drawback and allow lecturers to gain feedback but also allow them to gain insight into the way
students work with the learning materials. This insight can be used to evaluate the quality of the
learning materials and thereby improve them.

Introduction

The interactions during learning and teaching can be described as a didactic triangle  (Kansanen & Meri,  1999;
Reusser, 2009). It depicts the different forms that interactions can take, such as between students and materials,
students and teaching staff, teaching staff and materials. As Reusser state for good learning all three interactions play
an important role. However, with the rise of distance learning the interaction between students and teaching staff
was reduced in favor of an increased interaction of students with learning materials.

For Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCS) it was shown that the drop out rate is significantly higher
than in traditional courses  (Clow, 2013). One reason for the increased drop out rate was identified as the lack of
human  interaction  (Yousef,  Chatti,  &  Schroeder,  2014).  However  there  were  already  developed  alternatives
approaches,  which  combined  independent  learning  and  human  interaction  phases,  they  are  known as  blended
learning courses (Hinterberger, Fässler, & Bauer-Messmer, 2004).

In blended learning courses the interaction of students with the learning materials still plays an important
role  in  addition to  the interaction during face-to-face phases.  The time a  student  spent  on a task is  especially
fundamental for the learning process  (Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Siemens & Long, 2011). However, often the
face-to-face interactions are based on the flipped classroom principle (Lowell Bishop & Verleger, 2013), where the
face-to-face  teaching  is  based  on  previously  gained  knowledge  during  the  independent  learning  phases.  This
presents a challenge to lecturers to develop suitable learning materials because they often do not have direct access
to their students while working with the learning materials, as this interaction is mostly done during independent
phases. This makes it difficult for lecturers to optimize and improve the learning materials, because they do not have
information about the problems and challenges student face during the work with the learning materials.

In this paper we suggest an approach, based on automatically collected data of the interaction between the
students and the learning materials (an electronic tutorial) during independent study phases. This data can then be
used to analyze the quality of the learning materials and to improve them. In addition it can also provide monitoring
of students’ learning process.
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Data needed

In blended learning courses with big classes and novice students, like in our case, the evaluation of the learning
materials is  hard to achieve through classic methods like surveys or questioning of students.  In our experience
surveys mostly reveal feedback from the either highly satisfied or the highly unsatisfied. In other words, the majority
of students in the middle do not provide any feedback. In addition, both approaches are biased by students’ personal
opinions, motivation and previous knowledge. This makes it difficult for a lecturer to use these data for evaluation
and improvement of the materials.

Therefore, we think that data are needed that reflect the learning process more closely. One possible set of
data that represents this learning process is the interaction of students with the learning materials. However, it is
important to collect data that display the actual interaction of the student with the learning material and not simply
download or time of access data. The download or time of access of online materials is not of significant interest, as
these time points to not necessarily correspond to the time when the students are actually working with the materials.

Data collected

With these preconditions, it is clear that very detailed data, collected during the phases when students interact with
the materials, is required. To collect these data we were required to develop our own Learning Management System
(LMS). Most of the materials we provide are web-based introduction materials. This allows us to measure the actual
interaction of our students with the learning materials. We called these measured data interaction data, as they are a
direct  representation  of  the  interaction  between  our  students  and  the  learning  materials.  These  data  represents
accurate time of usage and duration measurements of students working with the materials. The data are collected
automatically and due to concerns for privacy stored anonymized.

The collected data give very accurate insight in the learning process of our students. The data allow the
reconstruction of exact  time points and duration when and how long students were working on a given set  of
instructions.  We interpret  this  as  a  representation  of  their  learning  process,  as  they  give  accurate  time-on-task
measurements, which play an important role for learning (Chickering & Gamson, 1987).

Data analyzed

During the fall-term of 2014 data from 913 students, working in two blended learning courses at the ETH Zurich
(Computer science for life science), were collected and further analyzed. The blended learning courses consist of an
independent study phase, where the students are enabled to solve a problem from their field of study, followed by a
short face-to-face presentation to a teaching assistant takes place. During the independent study phases the students
get problem based instruction materials which enable them to solve the problem oriented projects independently.
These instruction materials are tutorial based and have around 15-25 steps each. On average the students spend
around 10-12 hours on the independent study phase and about 10-15 minutes on the presentations.

In one semester 186’987 data points were collected. Before analyzing the data, outlier were removed by
excluding all data-points, where the time duration was below 10 seconds or above 20 minutes. Time duration below
10 seconds were interpreted as flipping through the materials, and all time duration above 20 minutes as breaks.
With this filter less than 10% of all data was removed, resulting in a data-set of 169’028 data-points. For the analysis
the lecturers developed different questions and then the data were used to answer these questions.

• When and how are the learning materials used?
• What is the overall usage of the learning materials?
• Where do students have problems when working with the learning materials?

These questions are discussed in detail during the next sections.



When and how are the learning materials used?

The first step was to analyze when the students are using the learning materials. Therefore, the collected data was
used to generate a map of the students’ activity (see figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Heatmap of the usage pattern of the instruction materials for module two on simulation and modeling. The
numbers along the top represent the module, where the black correspond to the current module. The number of data
sets used was 44’407.

Figure  2:  Heatmap  of  the  usage  pattern  of  the  instruction  materials  for  module  three  on  visualization  of
multidimensional data. The numbers along the top represent the module, where the black correspond to the current
module. The number of data sets used was 45’666.

From the figures (1 and 2) it is very clear to see that most of the activity takes place in a very well defined time
window. The phase of increased activity corresponds with the time windows in which the students are able to deliver
their presentations. This phase is represented in the figures by the black bar above the usage pattern. However, it was
expected that the usage of the learning materials would happen at the beginning of, or before the time window, as
they need to finish the project before the presentation. This behavior cannot be ignored, but it seems that not only



does the learning materials play an important role to master the problem solving skills, but it is also used as a
reference during the execution of the projects.

This usage of the learning materials as a reference is reinforced by the fact that the usage activity also
increases before the exam at the end of the term. This can be clearly seen in the figures (1 and 2), where the activity
increases in the last week before the end of module six, after which the exam took place. We assume therefore that
the materials for independent study play an important role in the exam preparation. If one assumes that the learning
materials play an important role during the exam-preparation, one can also conclude that student exam preparation
starts one week before the exam.

In addition to this high level  information about the time-windows a more detailed view was gained. It
seems that most of the activity was conducted on Mondays and on Sundays. This observation fits the timetable of
the students, as most of them had a lecture free window of four hours on Monday. This analysis gave the lectures a
better understanding of when the learning materials were used. It additionally gave some support to the theory that
the actual usage pattern of the learning materials differs from the intended usage, as not only did students use the
material to master the projects, but also as a reference during the exam preparation.

This interaction data is superior to the download or time of access data, as with access or download data it
is  not  clear  if  the students  then actually  worked with the learning materials or  stored them for  later  use.  And
therefore, download time-points do not providing an accurate insight into the learning process.

What is the overall usage of the learning materials?

Since the successful preparation prior to the face-to-face phase cannot be enforced on our students, the actual usage
and quality is of great interest for the lecturers. This is especially the case as the production of the learning materials
is  very  expensive  and  time-consuming.  To gain  a  better  understanding,  the  number  of  views  per  step  in  the
instructions was analyzed and compared to the number of students, who presented the projects in the face-to-face
phase.

One interesting observation is the drop out rate of students during the independent study phase, in other
words how many students work through the learning materials from the beginning to the end and how many do not.

Figure 3:  A histogram of the  interactions on the  individual  steps  of  the  learning materials  of  module two on
simulation and modeling. The black line corresponds to the number of students, who presented the project to our
teaching assistants.



Figure 4:  A histogram of the interactions on the individual steps of  the learning materials of module three on
visualization of multidimensional data. The black line corresponds to the number of students, who presented the
project to our teaching assistants.

In the figures 3 and 4 the black line corresponds to the number of students who successfully presented the projects to
the teaching assistants. The bars correspond to the number of views of each individual steps. As one can see, most of
the steps were viewed at least several times by some students, because there are more view than individual students.
This also shows that there is no drop in the usage of the materials, below the number of students. So one can
conclude  that  very  few students  skipped  the learning  materials,  meaning that  during the  preparation phase  all
students were able to follow all steps of the instructions. This is a good indicator for the developers of the learning
materials, as this means that the level of the instructions have a feasible level of difficulty. If the materials would be
too easy one would expect that the drop out rate would also increase, as the students would skip some steps.

However, there is a fluctuation in the number of views. In particular some steps have a higher number of
views than others. Interestingly these are steps, where new concepts were introduced. For example, in Step 12 of
module two “Simulation and Modeling” the concept of conditions was introduced, which the students have to apply
in their projects. This observation fits with the previous observation that the usage pattern also includes using the
material as reference material. On the module “Visualizations of Multidimensional Data” the fluctuations are less
prominent. This in addition to the fact that the numbers of views in general are lower than in the other module,
might be an indicator that the projects after the tutorial differ in complexity, such that more students need to look up
things in the module simulation and modeling.

Where do the students have problems?

So far we have shown how detailed information about the usage of the learning materials can be collected. However,
as stated previously another drawback of online learning is that a lecturer has little or no face-to-face contact with
the students. Therefore, as a lecturer it is very difficult to determine where the students have problems with the
provided learning resources. With the analysis of the collected data it is possible to overcome this problem.



Figure 5: Boxplot of the distributions of the times needed for each step of the learning materials of module two on
simulation and modeling.

Figure 6: Boxplot of the distributions of the times needed for each step of the learning materials of module three on
visualization of multidimensional data.

By analyzing the time spent on the learning materials per step it is possible to detect where and when students have
problems with the learning materials during the work. This detailed analysis makes it possible to gain a much better
understanding of the time a student takes to complete each step and the whole tutorial. 

As a lecturer it is now possible to detect where students are challenged the most, as shown by the long time
duration and an increased variance in the time duration to finish a step. An example from our data are the steps 13-
17 in the learning materials of module two. In these steps the time required and the variance of the required time to
complete each step is much higher than in other steps. This leads to the conclusion that the students might have
some difficulties with the content of these steps. This makes sense, as in steps 13-17 a challenging topic about
conditions  was  introduced.  The  data  suggests  that  these  steps  provide  a  challenge  to  our  students.  However
fortunately  the  previous  analysis  showed  that  despite  any  challenges,  the  students  were  able  to  follow  the
instructions.



Another surprise is that most of the students needed less time than expected for the steps, as the mean
duration for most steps is between one minute and five minutes. However, the variance goes up for steps where
students faced challenges.

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that with the analysis of students’ interaction data with independent study materials a
much better  understanding  of  the way students  use independent  learning material  can be achieved.  This  helps
lectures to improve the quality of the teaching material, as they need to have a very detailed knowledge about the
learning process of students and problems they encounter. In blended learning this contact is often lost and this
makes it hard for lecturers to provide the same quality of teaching as in small face-to-face settings. This lack of
contact can, at least partially, be substituted with detailed process analysis of the interaction between students and
independent study materials.  These analyses help to figure out what quality the learning materials have on the
students and can mitigate against  the lack of contact between the lecturer and the students in blended learning
environments. 

However, so far, with the collected data, it is not possible to identify behavior that correlates with better
grades, as the data were analyzed anonymously (due to restrictions by the Swiss data protection act). By collecting
individual-related information connected to individuals, one would be able to correlate the interaction of students
with the final grades (Dahinden & Faessler, 2011). This would then allow one to additionally measure the impact of
the learning process on the final grades.

Future Directions

All data were collected anonymously. Therefore, one is not able to observe the behavior of an individual student
during the semester. But to gain a better understanding on the learning process of student groups detailed process
data of individual students are required. With a better understanding of students learning process we will be able to
give  students  automatic  feedback  on  their  interaction  behavior  and  guide  them  through  the  learning  process
(Siemens  & Long,  2011).  This  further  data  collection  would  also  allow us  to  identify  the  impact  of  learning
materials and enable lectures to improve them further. Therefore we are focusing our ongoing work on the difficulty
to obtain such data given the current restrictions form the Swiss data protection act.

So far  most of  the data was analyzed afterwards students had completed the course which meant that
teaching staff could not react on short term. However, this data provide very detailed live information about the
current state of students and can potentially be used to improve the learning of students by the lecturer in short-term.
For an example the lecturer can use the data to improve the education of the teaching assistants. Therefore, the
development of a dashboard where the current collected data is presented to the teaching staff is under development.
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